Redmine - Feature #33641
Show badges that indicate author or assignee in issue journal, news comments, and forum replies
2020-06-21 07:14 - Go MAEDA

Status:
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Category:
Target version:
Resolution:

New

Start date:
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Due date:

UI

Estimated time:

% Done:

Candidate for next major release

0%

0.00 hour

Description
The attached patch adds badges to issue journal, news comments, and forum replies that indicate if the post is made by the author or
the assignee.

I got the idea for this feature from Bugzilla and found it useful.
Issue journal:
The issue is added by John Smith, and the current assignee is Dave Lopper.
issue-journal.png

News comments:
news-comments.png
Forum replies:
forum-replies.png
The similar feature of Bugzilla:
bugzilla.png

History
#1 - 2020-07-04 10:22 - Go MAEDA
- File author-and-assignee-badge-v2.patch added

Slightly updated the patch and added test code.

#2 - 2020-07-05 09:20 - Go MAEDA
- File 33641-v3.patch added
#3 - 2020-07-08 05:54 - Go MAEDA
- Target version set to Candidate for next major release
#4 - 2020-07-08 08:23 - Mizuki ISHIKAWA
+1

#5 - 2020-07-08 13:39 - Vasili Korol
The idea is nice. But what if the assignee changes? I personally would find the "jumping" "Assignee" badge confusing. Marking all previous assignees
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as "Assignee" would also look weird. An alternative solution would be to introduce another badge, smth like "Ex-assignee", but that'd produce too much
info..
Maybe a separate badge for the assigned person isn't needed at all, since their avatar is already shown together with the author's. So, their status is
kind of emphasized already.

#6 - 2020-07-27 15:59 - Go MAEDA
Vasili Korol wrote:
Maybe a separate badge for the assigned person isn't needed at all, since their avatar is already shown together with the author's. So, their status
is kind of emphasized already.

Thank you for your feedback. I have updated the patch and dropped "Assignee" badge. Further feedbacks welcome.

#7 - 2020-12-28 03:29 - Go MAEDA
- File 33641-v4.patch added

Go MAEDA wrote:
Vasili Korol wrote:
Maybe a separate badge for the assigned person isn't needed at all, since their avatar is already shown together with the author's. So, their
status is kind of emphasized already.
Thank you for your feedback. I have updated the patch and dropped "Assignee" badge. Further feedbacks welcome.

Updated the patch. I have removed the "Assignee" badge from the previous patch.
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